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Introduction
Maintaining and developing a case-mix system can be a
complicated matter requiring years of experience, as well
as extensive knowledge of the framework behind it.
Because it is a complex task to maintain and develop the
system, unintended effects or mistakes may arise from
time to time. In addition, it can be difficult to communi-
cate to users of the system what is required before a
patient can be assigned to a specific case-mix group. To
address these issues, a tool called VAGS (Visually Assisted
Grouping System) has been developed in Denmark.

Methods
VAGS is based on a graphical framework in which the devel-
oper, by a simple point-and-click, can make changes and add
new groups to an existing case-mix system. A number of
validation rules have been implemented in the tool. This
guarantees that if a mistake is made while maintaining the
case-mix system, it will be immediately discovered. Further-
more, the tool is fed with valid procedure and diagnosis
codes, thus guaranteeing that only valid codes can be used.
Since the maintenance of the case-mix system is made

graphically, a visual exposition is available at all times to
be published to users of the system. From VAGS, the
visual exposition can be published directly to a web
page. Also, the graphical approach to maintaining the
case-mix system helps to ensure full transparency since
the whole system is presented to the users.

Results
VAGS will result in better quality in the case-mix sys-
tem. It makes maintenance of the system readily accessi-
ble and ensures full transparency for hospital owners
and other users of the system. Feedback from hospital
owners on case-mix changes made in the spring 2010

was of much higher quality and more tangible than it
was in the years before.

Conclusions
The tool is expected to increase the reliability of the
case-mix system. It has already proven useful in present-
ing changes in the case-mix system to hospital owners
and improving validation of the changes. An add-on to
VAGS is planned which will allow cost-impact analysis
to be made as soon as a change or update is made.
To sum up, VAGS is:
● User friendly and readily accessible to developers
● Ensures transparency in exposition of the case-mix

system
● Makes it easy to perform cost-impact analysis
● Brings the quality of the case-mix system to a new

and higher level
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